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I may not live in Loxwood - But I know the area.. and live just down the road in Alfold. I object for the
following reasons:
1. Clay Extraction and waste facilities should be located were possible on Brownfield Sites and near to
major Roads - Not small country roads on Green Field sites, close to Ancient Woodland
2. We already have far too many HGV's on Loxwood Road and the A281 from various developments in
the area. Anyone trying to cross the road at Alfold Crossways will know this, we also know that When
the Dunsfold Park development eventually comes to fruition we will see many Hundreds more. The
A281 simply cannot cope.
3. Anyone that says there is no impact on the increase HGV traffic on Listed Buildings is talking
RUBBISH - we live on the A281 and have seen conciderable movement and wall cracking in just the
last 7 years on our home
4. The owners may be Felling trees but this is done under licence with the Forestry Commission and is
therefore controlled. We shouldn't be losing anymore than is completely needed. Trees are the lungs
of the Countryside.
5. Mitigation, that includes planting new trees and moving Flora and Fauna from the site to new
locations does not work there will be a huge loss to the habitat. We have all seen what developers do
when they Plant New Trees... The Spiggy little things take years and years to grow. You cannot
replace an Ancient Tree, unless you are willing to wait a 100 years to watch it mature.
6. This area is filled with wildlife that should remain for the many that walk/cycle in this beautiful
location.
7. Any lighting is this Dark sky area should be forbidden. It doesn't matter if it is only in the Winter
months
We surely have to look at a better way to protect the environment and our Planet and this application
shows nothing but GREED
I Very Strongly OBJECT
Denise
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